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including Māori, within Australia. Locating these new expressions of labour mobility within historical patterns of movement, contributors interrogate the contours and continuities of Australian coloniality in its diverse and interconnected expressions.

The SAGE Handbook of Cultural Anthropology is an essential resource for social scientists globally and contains a rich body of chapters on all major topics relevant to the field, whilst also presenting a possible road map for the future of the field.

Then We Came to the End
Joshua Ferris 2009-03-01 Chinese edition of Then We Came to the End. Joshua Ferris is the winner of the Barnes and Noble Discover New Writers Award. The book was also nominated for the National Book Awards Fiction 2007. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

New Mana
Matt Tomlinson 2016-04-13 'Mana', a term denoting spiritual power, is found in many Pacific Islands languages. In recent decades, the term has been taken up in New Age movements and online fantasy gaming. In this book, 16 contributors examine mana through ethnographic, linguistic, and historical lenses to understand its transformations in past and present. The authors consider a range of contexts including Indigenous sovereignty movements, Christian missions and Baha’i translations, the commodification of cultural heritage, and the dynamics of diasporas. Their investigations move across diverse island groups – Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, Hawaii, and French Polynesia – and into Australia, North America, and even cyberspace. A key insight is that the concept of mana is not something that can be studied or taught in a vacuum; it is inherently linked to the ethno-cultural and historical contexts in which it is embedded.

Tides of Innovation in Oceania
Elisabetta Gnecchi-Ruscone 2017-04-07 Tides of Innovation in Oceania is directly inspired by Epeli Hau'ofa's vision of the Pacific as a 'Sea of Islands'; the image of tides is used to recall the cyclical movement of waves, with its unpredictable consequences. The authors propose tides of innovation as a fluid concept, unbound and open to many directions. This perspective is explored through ethnographic case studies centred on deeply elaborated analyses of locally inflected agencies involved in different transforming contexts. These narratives of change—cultural, economic and political—provide a common thread.